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Introduction  
EUNIC organised a regional seminar for clusters in sub-Saharan from 8-10 April 2019 in Accra, Ghana, 
co-hosted by the British Council and the Alliance Française. The following EUNIC clusters were 
represented: Ghana, Ethiopia, Senegal, Tanzania, Democratic Republic of Congo, Lagos (Nigeria), Abuja 
(Nigeria), Mozambique, Kenya, Namibia, and South-Africa. There were also a colleague joining from 
Rwanda where no cluster exists yet, one colleague from British Council Brussels, and three colleagues 
from EUNIC Global.  
 
The three-day seminar included a joint session with EU delegations. The EUNIC participants joined the 
Regional communication seminar for Anglophone Africa for EU delegations, with representatives from 
DG DEVCO from the European Commission and the European External Action Service in Brussels. 
 
The goals of this meeting were:  

• To better understand EUNIC, to better work together and with EU delegations, and to discuss 
the European dimension in culture 

• Learn about recent developments of EUNIC, especially its strategic partnership with the EU 
and the new European ‘Houses’ of Culture project. 

• Exchange and move forward concerning clusters’ partnership with EU delegations in a joint 
session with colleagues working in EU Delegations  

• Get input from experts from the continent on, among others, creative industries, and learn 
about Accra’s significance as digital hub 

• Discuss and tackle some of the challenges all of us encounter in our daily work with EUNIC, 
and answer all your questions about EUNIC, from membership types to EUNIC’s future 

• Get to know each other, exchange on why working with EUNIC is relevant and how it can be 
done effectively 

 
 
 

All presentations and documents used during the seminar can  
be found on this Google drive link. 

 

 

MONDAY, 8 APRIL 2019 
 

EUNIC and EU: Some insights into EUNIC’s strategic partnership with the EU, presentation by 
Gitte Zschoch, EUNIC Global  
Gitte presented the recent history of cultural relations at EU level, especially highlighting EUNIC’s 
involvement as preferred partner. Currently, EUNIC is teaming up with the European External Action 
Service (EEAS) and the Directorate General for Culture (DG EAC) in drafting Joint Guidelines for the 
partnership between EU delegations and EUNIC clusters. Gitte pointed out that EU delegations mostly 
have no direct funding for culture available, but that they tap into other envelopes as such dedicated 
to strengthening human rights or civil society. It is vital for EUNIC to work with EU Delegations and to 
find a common ground and a joint strategy which is also based on local needs. The desired partnership 
is an equal partnership. 
 
Discussions focused on: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HhHpKLgF8ynAaDMrp98zPzscFbtopp7T?usp=sharing
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• Funding: Some participants pointed out that experiences so far have suggested that a contract 
with the EU basically means a service contract. However there are other types of agreements 
used by EU Delegations to work with EUNIC.  

• British Council membership: Participants stated their hope that the British Council can stay a 
member of EUNIC, be it full or associate. The General Assembly is the EUNIC body legally 
responsible for membership issues and it will make a decision only after the EU and the UK 
have reached a final agreement.  

 

European ‘Houses’ of Culture, presentation by Robert Kieft, EUNIC Global followed by 
workshop the next day  
Robert talked about the background of the European ‘Houses’ of Culture project, its timeline and the 
Call for Ideas, which invites EUNIC members in non-EU countries to submit new ideas for cultural 
relations projects, in collaboration with the EU delegation and local partners. The deadline for 
submitting ideas is 23 June.  
 
Discussions focused on: 

• The usage of the word ‘Houses’ in the title: The idea of European ‘Houses’ is to be understood 
symbolically. The project is about finding and testing different and innovative collaboration 
models to enhance cooperation between European actors and with local organisations. The 
project is not about setting up physical places. 

• Financing options: The first phase of the call assigns up to 10,000 Euros to further developing 
project ideas, while in the second phase up to 50,000 Euros are dedicated to the actual 
implementation of projects. Five projects will be implemented. 
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• Joint project proposals of clusters: Clusters are encouraged to look for (cross-border) cluster 
collaboration. This would give a new dimension either to already existing activities or to new 
ideas. 

• Sustainability of projects: Projects supported by the Call are not necessarily designed for a 
long-term sustainability. The European ‘Houses’ project aims to test pilot projects. It operates 
in a tight time frame and offers the maximum 8-months window for the implementation of 
projects. This is because the project team needs to come up with an evaluation and 
conclusions by the end of 2020. If the project is successful it might be extended or result in an 
actual financial instrument from the EU's side.  

 

 

External input from Nana Oforiatta Ayim, 
ANO Institute for Arts and Knowledge 
 
The group visited local visual arts organisation 
ANO on Monday afternoon and listened to a 
presentation by its director Nana Oforiatta 
Ayim. During the visit the group engaged with 
Nana in a conversation about the meaning of 
equal partnership: how can European 
institutes and organisations seek collaboration 
with Ghanaian (or African) organisations 
without suggesting they are “there to help”? 
 
ANO is a non-profit organisation founded in 
2002 that aims to uncover and create new 
cultural narratives of the African continent.  

 

External input from Benjamin Lebrave, 
Akwaaba Music 
 
Benjamin Lebrave, a curator and producer 
focused on music based in Ghana, gave the 
group a taste of the music scene and how 
operates in Ghana, focusing on hiphop, dance, 
and pop. He provided a little background to the 
current state, giving the group an insight into 
the challenges and opportunities Ghanaian 
music professionals face today. The music 
scene is incredibly competitive, for instance, 
and studio and air time therefore difficult to 
obtain.  Streaming music online and seeking 
sponsorships offer the most revenue, while 
most artists do not tour or release music. There 
is a desperate need for training in these areas.  
 
Collaboration with European institutes could 
provide the tools to organise this training, as 
there is a lot of interest in Europe and the rest 
of the worl to discover Ghanaian (and West-
African) music.  
  
 

 
 

http://anoghana.org/
http://www.akwaabamusic.com/about-akwaaba/
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Joint session with EU delegation staff of communications and strategy departments “Joined-
up approach to external cultural relations between EU Member States and the Delegations: 
Policy framework, joint projects and outlook” at the La Villa Boutique Hotel  
 
Gitte introduced EUNIC and its strategic partnership with the EU to staff from both EUNIC and EU 
delegation, looking at the network’s set up, presence in the region and how it operates. Its historical 
development was explored looking at key policy decisions and papers that have been published in the 
recent past. Projects from Senegal (professionalisation of the film sector), DR Congo (activities to 
professionalise the audio-visual and literary sector), Namibia (music festival), and South Africa (Re-
purposing colonial architecture) were presented by colleagues from those countries. All projects 
have strong local partners and are based on replying to local needs. Gitte presented more examples 
from Sudan, Egypt, Bolivia, and Tunisia – places where EU delegations have already teamed up with 
EUNIC for joint activities.  
 

 
Joint meeting with EU delegation and EUNIC staff on 8 April in Accra, Ghana / Photo: EUNIC Global 

Followed by discussions on: 

• Establishing a cluster and funding: It was explained that EU delegations can serve as a 
motivator for a cluster to start and that usually one EUNIC member applies for and receives 
the funding from the EU delegation through a PAGoDA statute (such as in Egypt and Tunisia), 
a service contract (Senegal, Sudan, and Democratic Republic of Congo), or grant agreement 
(Bolivia). No EUNIC cluster in Africa has a legal status. 

• Impact of cultural relations projects: Since DEVCO is keen to bring in a cultural element in its 
work and projects it is interested in how EUNIC measures the impact of these projects. EUNIC 
is currently working on an evaluation mechanism for future projects. 

• Financial envelope: What is often not clear to EUNIC colleagues is how do the financial 
envelopes look at the EU delegations, making it unclear where the funding is coming from. DG 
DEVCO explained that there are different instruments from different DGs (DEVCO, NEAR) 
making it sometimes difficult to find the right support. 

• Who to contact: To improve streamlining the partnership and to keep each other up-to-date, 
EU delegations and EUNIC members expressed the wish to meet and know who to contact (EU 
Delegation: Focal points for culture; EUNIC: president of the cluster). Both head offices – EEAS 
and EUNIC Global – can provide these details for each partner.  
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Alliance Française co-hosted 
with EUNIC Global a 
reception, inviting colleagues 
from EU delegations and local 
partners to an informal 
gathering in the garden of the 
Alliance. A rich cultural 
programme was offered, 
including experimental music 
performances by multimedia 
artist Steloolive as well as 
electronic and house music DJ TMSKDJ, and video installations by Va Bene aka The Crazinist and virtual 
reality film by Jonathan Dotse of AfroCyberPunk.  

 

TUESDAY, 9 APRIL 2019 
 

Recommendations session on cluster governance, working with EU delegations, the logic of 
EU funding and communications, presented by EUNIC Global team and followed by 
discussions 
 
Cluster governance: 

• Differences in resources and mandates of each cluster member: challenges in cluster 
collaboration are for instance the differences in resources between cluster members (financial 
and staff) and differences in mandates. This makes the aim to make the cluster inclusive a 
difficult one. Some clusters try to fix this difficulty by setting up cluster membership fees, or 
pooling their financial resources beforehand, when planning projects.  

• Cluster membership fees: In South Africa for instance, members are asked to set aside EUR 
1,500 for EUNIC projects. A similar construction is in place in Maputo, where the cluster 
combined came up with a project budget of EUR 2,500. What is crucial however is to agree 
with the entire cluster on budgets and membership fees. 

• Legal entity of clusters: There are different reasons for establishing a legal entity, but EUNIC’s 
General Assembly has decided clusters should not set up a legal identity. 

• Cluster Strategy: Clusters may decide to update their strategy themselves. It is highly 
recommended to have one. Currently there is no mechanism to update it systematically – the 
strategy should serve the purpose to guide the work on the ground. EUNIC Global keeps a 
database of all the strategies and can share examples on request.  

• Cluster governance: Each cluster has a certain level of independency on how cluster 
governance is arranged, but cluster representatives are strongly requested to let EUNIC Global 
know who the contact person(s) are. EUNIC Global recommends to hire cluster coordinators 
as it is done in Brussels, London, and other places. In Kinshasa, for instance, the cluster 
internally decided that the project coordinator is employed by the member in lead of the 
project implemented together with the EU delegation. 

• Cluster meetings/Cultural councillors’ meetings: The question was raised whether the cluster 
meeting could merge regularly with the cultural councillor meeting, as this has been a 
discussion in South Africa for a while. It is not recommended to merge the meetings, but 
naturally collaboration and information exchange should be taking place, where relevant. 
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EU delegations: 

• Organisational structure: Find out how each EU delegation operates. The organisational 
structure at DG DEVCO was provided, including names of relevant staff (both on thematical 
and country level), including staff in several countries. Colleagues in clusters are recommended 
to reach out to them for information on funding and other opportunities. Participants were 
also requested to keep the Global office informed if there is any blockage in communication 
with delegations. 

• Joint Guidelines: follow the developments with the Joint Guidelines, as they will be shared 
with the EU delegation network and the EUNIC cluster network alike in the coming months. 

 
Communications: 

• Importance of media/social media: It is recommended that each cluster has some degree of 
visibility online, either through a website, a dedicated space on all the members’ websites, 
and/or on social media channels.  

• Use a standard phrase in all communication about cluster projects and activities, as shown in 
the presentation:  
[Title of project] is a EUNIC project. EUNIC - European Union National Institutes for Culture - is 
Europe’s network of national cultural institutes and organisations, with 36 members from all 28 EU 
member states. [Add a sentence on your cluster’s vision here and - optionally - a list of the members 
of your cluster and the partners of this particular project.] 

 
EU Logframe: 
The group briefly went through a so-called Logical Framework (“Logframe”), to be used when applying 
to European funding schemes. The Logframe is a a matrix with four columns and four (or more) rows, 
which summarise the key elements of a project plan. Participants worked on a simplified version of 
the Logframe, to get an idea of how it works. 

 

EUNIC: an introduction, presented by Gitte Zschoch 
• Job Shadowing Initiative: enables staff working at EUNIC members’ headquarters or in clusters 

to exchange knowledge and learn from each other. Currently, EUNIC Global is collecting 
hosting offers.  Applications open in May; to be submitted by June 3. 

• EUNIC In-week in Brussels: taking place in October 2019. About 20 spots are available for 
colleagues to come to Brussels. Applications for participating at the In-week to be submitted 
by June/July. 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/organisation-chart-20190401_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/organisation-chart-20190401_en.pdf
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• New visual identity of EUNIC: The updated visual identity will be made available in June. 
Templates for banners, letters, and other material will be made available. A slight update on 
the EUNIC logo and color scheme is foreseen.  
 

WEDNESDAY, 10 APRIL 2019 
 

Presentation of EUNIC best-of film 
“UNIQUE EUNIC: EU Cultural Relations – Trust & Creativity across continents” made by UK filmmaker 
Gemma Riggs and commissioned by EUNIC member Austrian Ministry for Europe, Integration and 
Foreign Affairs and EUNIC Global. All versions (2 min, 10 min, 30 min) are available on our Youtube 
channel, or to be downloaded rights free. 
 

EUNIC projects from the continent and across the globe – and what about the “European 
added value”?, presented by Gitte Zschoch 
 
Gitte presented a number of projects from the EUNIC network.  

 

World Café: Recommendations to General Assembly, clusters, EUNIC Global office and EU 
partners 
For the World Café the seminar participants broke up in groups and rotated between four tables 
hosted by the colleagues from Brussels in order to answer the question: “what would you, as EUNIC 
partner on the ground, recommend to the EUNIC General Assembly, the EUNIC clusters (your own 
and others), the EUNIC Global office, and partners in the EU? 
 
The results from the four tables will be presented at the next General Assembly (13-14 June 2019). 
 
1. Recommendations to General Assembly: 

• Liaise more with your networks, e.g. before the GA for input and after the GA for debrief 

• Inform your networks about the strategy towards EU cultural relations and EUNIC, e.g. by 
including EUNIC as a topic during (annual) meetings for your network 

• Encourage colleagues to stick to cultural relations (rather than solely cultural diplomacy) 

• Invest more in the Cluster Fund 

• Keep in mind the balance between ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’ members 

• Liaise with the EU institutions, e.g. through your Permanent Representatives in Brussels 

• Ensure gender balance at Board of Directors level 

• Organise worldwide coordinated “European weeks” around the 9th of May, accessible to local 
audiences 

 
2. Recommendations to clusters: 

• Moderate between cultural relations and cultural diplomacy 

• Enlarge clusters 

• Engage more with Heads of Mission and Heads of Communications meetings of EU delegations 

• Make more use of formats already existing elsewhere in the EUNIC network 

• Enhance sharing objectives in strategies between EU delegations and EUNIC 

• Establish working groups for specific projects or topics 

• Consider hiring staff for the daily cluster management 

• Organise more exchange between cluster members  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfJtn4HWliLYnyr0bn0RxXw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfJtn4HWliLYnyr0bn0RxXw
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• Facilitate (and fund) interns to support clusters 
 
3. Recommendations to EUNIC Global office: 

• Continue with the regional seminars 

• Ensure access to reports and communication with a clear place on EUNIC Global website 

• Share more information on how to collaborate with EU delegations 

• Share information on the focal points at Heads level 

• Clarify priorities between building the network and delivering projects on the ground   
 
4. Recommendations to EU partners 

• Plan joint meetings with the clusters, clear communications about how delegations function 
also but not only in terms of funding 

• Ensure better information flow and cooperation with EUNIC; see EUNIC as a partner rather 
than implementing agency 

• Take culture seriously and look at it strategically; include culture/EUNIC in regular staff 
meetings; have ownership to be local partners 

• Work on simpler ways to finance joint projects 

• Make sure each EU delegation has a cultural focal point 
 

Evaluation and feedback by participants  
The evaluation based on the forms completed by the participants revealed an evaluation of an overall 
3.82 out of 5 points. Highly evaluated was the session on the European ‘Houses’ of Culture (4.3), the 
session on the presentation of EUNIC projects of the continent and across the globe (4.4), as well as 
the World Café (4.5). Moreover, the logistics of the event were evaluated very well with a total of 4.5 
points. With 2.3 the joint session with EU delegations received the lowest score, giving room for 
improvement for this session. Individual remarks of participants concluded that the presentations 
could be more compact and that the meeting could be reduced to two days instead of two and a half 
days.  

 
 
  

All photos by EUNIC Global 
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List of participants  
 

Francesca Amendola Istituto Italiano Addis Ababa francesca.amendola@esteri.it 

Eva Barta Martin  Spanish Embassy Abuja eva.barta@maec.es 

Charles Courdent Alliance Française Lagos dirafnigeria@gmail.com 

Frédéric Dart Alliance Française Accra dg@afaccra.org 

Laurent Deniau Institut français Kigali laurent.deniau@diplomatie.gouv.fr 

Alexandre Foulon Institut français Accra alexandre.foulon@diplomatie.gouv.fr 

Heike Friesel Goethe-Institut Accra heike.friesel@goethe.de 

Yann Gall General Delegation Wallonia-Brussels Dakar y.gall@delwalbru.be 

Susanne Gerhard  Goethe-Institut Nairobi susanne.gerhard@goethe.de 

Jessica Hagan British Council Accra jessica.hagan@gh.britishcouncil.org 

Aurélie Honore 
Association Franco-Zanzibarite (AFZ) Dar es 
Salaam 

director@afzanzibar.com 

Lukáš Kindl Embassy of the Czech Republic Accra lukas_kindl@mzv.cz 

Aguinaldo Namburette British Council Maputo aguinaldo.namburete@britishcouncil.org.mz 

Ojoma Ochai British Council Lagos ojoma.ochai@ng.britishcouncil.org 

Samuel Pasquier Institut français Kinshasa direction@ifkinshasa.org 

María Pérez de Armiñán Embassy of Spain in Ghana maria.perezdearminan@maec.es 

Geraldine Reymenants Representation of Flanders Pretoria geraldine.reymenants@flanders.org.za 

Alan Rutt British Council Accra alan.rutt@britishcouncil.org 

Daniel Stoevesandt Goethe-Institut Windhoek daniel.stoevesandt@goethe.de 

Ama Ofeibea Tetteh British Council Accra amaofeibea.tetteh@gh.britishcouncil.org 

Frédéric Tiberti Alliance Française Dar es Salaam director@afdar.com 

Isabelle Van de Gejuchte British Council Brussels isabelle.vandegejuchte@britishcouncil.be 

   

Gitte Zschoch EUNIC Global  gitte.zschoch@eunicglobal.eu 

Stefanie Gruessinger EUNIC Global  stefanie.gruessinger@eunicglobal.eu 

Robert Kieft  EUNIC Global  robert.kieft@eunicglobal.eu  
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